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Talking to you!Co-Founder & CTO

PhD ResearcherHacking the Planet



Ok, let’s make claims!

▸ ~30 minutes to make some claims
▸ Industry dysfunction and FUD
▸ Fundamentals of security
▸ The future of security

▸ ~15 minutes to tell me how I’m wrong
▸ Aka Q&A



Don’t buy
security products.

...besides Duo. ;-)







Complexity breeds insecurity.



Reduce complexity and 
attack surface.









Don’t buy a new 
security product unless 

it allows you 
decommission two.
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Don’t be a scope dope

▸ Avoid security tech 
that creates busy 
work for your team

▸ If it’s not actively 
making your live 
easier, trash it.
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Customer observations

Our most sophisticated customers are:

▸ Only buying like 3 security products
▸ Favoring build over buy
▸ Hiring security engineers instead of admins
▸ Tailoring security solutions to their 

org/threats
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Ignore APTs.







APT = Average
Phishing Technique



Targeting end users
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95%
of breaches involve

compromised credentials

75%
of breaches involve compromised 

devices

Attackers are targeting end users directly and 
hijacking access to apps/data







Focus on the 
fundamentals.



Focusing on the fundamentals
Where many 
organizations focus

Where we 
should focus



Eric Schmidt’s advice to Obama



← Up to date devices

← Strong authentication

No encryption?!? 
THANKS OBAMA. 
:-(
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Data at Duo
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Mobile: Android and iOS

71%
of Android 

devices out of 
date

50%
of iOS devices

out of date
Android < 5.5.1, or < 6.0.1 iOS < 9.2



Operating systems: OS X



Web browsers: Firefox

▸ New version of Firefox released in Dec 
2015.

▸ After 23 days, only 50% of browsers had 
updated.

▸ Peaked at 69% at 42 days, then a new 
version of Firefox came out.
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Plugins: Flash and Java



What we should be doing: What we’re doing instead:

Basic security hygiene



What we should be doing: What we’re doing instead:

Basic security hygiene



Do uncomfortable 
things.
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Do this to your current security program.



Turn your corporate 
network inside out.



Buzzword bingo: de-perimeterization!







Go all-in cloud.



Security operations
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vs
.







Trust your users.
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What would you change 
tomorrow if you were 

breached?
Do that today.



Security is getting 
better.

Seriously.



Uh, do you read the news?

vs
.



Ex: Chrome, CrOS
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Ex: Hardware-backed unphishable auth
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Ex: Remote health attestation
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vs
.

Who’s making it better?



From bolt-on to built-in

“The future is already here, it's just 
not very evenly distributed.” -- Gibson



Be patient...

▸ CrOS adoption
▸ Hundreds of devices

▸ Windows 10
▸ 15% of Win 

population
▸ U2F adoption

▸ 1-2% of auths
▸ Ok, so it’s very  

unevenly 
distributed!



Design for that future.



Design for the future

▸ Keep an open mind, think beyond the 
headlines

▸ Take action when go back this week
▸ How do you simplify your security program?
▸ Are you focusing on the fundamentals?
▸ What’s adding value and what’s just creating work?
▸ How are you designing for the future?

▸ Take that into your 2017 planning



Thank you!
Questions?

@jonoberheide
jono@duosecurity.com


